
Future Tech
in libraries

what are we doing? what can we do?

 librarian.net/talks/cambridge



library geeks @ SXSWi



techies & in-jokes
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why is 
this so 
hard?



stakeholders...



working together...
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experienced users?



experienced users?

rickrolled!
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staff?

Hey, that’s 
you!



staff?
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staff?

Fear
Uncertainty

Doubt



non-profit helpers?



vendors?



vendors?

gates 
foundation
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a brief commercial



“what’s going on here?”



“what’s going on here?”

why does Yahoo 
think I’m fat?



remember?



and now?
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‣ Flash intro pages make the puppy sad



set expectations



set expectations

ebay is hard to use
but once you learn 

a few steps
it can be worthwhile

here’s how 
to avoid pitfalls...



use the force



bring them with you



stay/roam/thrive



Thank you!


